NAU Boiler Operator Air Quality Permit Deviations Report

Please provide the following information and email to Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) at NAUEHS@nau.edu as soon as possible after observing emissions discrepancies in the Air Permit Compliance & Utility, Operations, Equipment Status SOP (P:NAU:ENV:1).

Identification of stack or emissions point (equipment) where excess smoke/opacity occurred:

Magnitude of excess emissions (volume of natural gas, emergency generator hours) in the units of applicable emission limitation:

Operating data (Energy Cap Monitoring, Generator Log) and/or calculations used to determine the amount of the excess emissions:

Date, time, and duration, or expected duration of the excess emissions:

Identity of the equipment from which the excess emissions emanated (boiler, generator, etc.):

Nature and cause of such emissions:

If the excess emissions were the result of a malfunction, steps taken to remedy the malfunction and the steps taken or planned to prevent the recurrence:

Steps taken to limit the excess emissions:

Form completed by: Date: Time:

Contact information: